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**Type Conventions Used in This Document**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>Meaning or Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bold</strong></td>
<td>Items in the user interface that you select or click. Text that you type into the user interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italic</em></td>
<td>Variables in commands, code syntax, and path names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+L</td>
<td>Press the two keys at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courier</td>
<td>Code examples. Messages, reports, and prompts from the software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omitted material in a line of code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omitted lines in code and report examples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A choice between items in syntax descriptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>Optional items in syntax descriptions. In bus specifications, the brackets are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>Grouped items in syntax descriptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>Repeatable items in syntax descriptions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This tutorial covers the basic steps in taking a floating point design in Simulink and converting it to a fixed-point design using the Lattice ispLeverDSP blockset for MATLAB/Simulink.

Inexperienced users of Lattice ispLeverDSP blockset for MATLAB/Simulink are advised to perform the “System Design Using ispLeverDSP” tutorial before attempting this tutorial.

**Learning Objectives**

When you have completed this tutorial, you should be able to do the following:

- Create a floating-point design in Simulink that achieves the desired system performance criteria.
- Create a testbench to compare the two versions of the design.
- Simulate floating-point and fixed-point versions of the design and compare the results.

**Time to Complete This Tutorial**

The time to complete this tutorial is about 30 minutes.
System Requirements

One of the following software configurations is required to complete this tutorial:

- ispLEVER software latest ispLeverDSP MATLAB/Simulink blockset installed.
- Active license for The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink software.

Accessing Online Help

You can find online help information on any block used in this tutorial by pressing the Help button in the block mask.

To access the ispLeverDSP Help, you need manually copy help files from ispLEVER directory into MATLAB directory as follows:

1. Browse to the <ispLEVER_install_path>\ispLeverDSP directory.
2. Highlight and copy the help folder.
3. Inside the MATLAB directory, paste the help folder on top of the existing help folder.
4. In the Confirm Folder Replace dialog box, choose Yes to All.

About the Tutorial Design

It is assumed you are familiar with the steps required to produce a floating-point Simulink model. If help is needed with this step, refer to the appropriate Mathworks documentation. For this example, we use the FDA tool to create a Simulink implementation of an 8th order low-pass FIR filter. This will be the reference for creating our Lattice blockset design.

Prerequisites

Before beginning the tutorial, you must have the Matlab/Simulink software already installed. To install the software, follow the installation instructions that accompany the MATLAB/Simulink software and the ispLeverDSP software.

You should be familiar with the FPGA design process before beginning the tutorial. To learn about the FPGA design process, see the FPGA and Crossover Design section of the ispLEVER online Help.

Model Examples

A directory of model examples is provided with ispLeverDSP and is available at the following location:

<ispLEVER_install_path>\ispLeverDSP\examples
To view the examples for each of the tasks of this tutorial, open the following files in the examples folder:
- DSP_tutorial3.mdl
- DSP_tutorial4.mdl
- DSP_tutorial5.mdl

**Note**
You can backup the files into another directory, so that other users can use them later.

---

**Task 1: Create the FIR Filter**

1. Start the MATLAB software, using the instructions in the Mathworks documentation.
2. If you haven’t already done so, choose **File > Set Path** to add the following ispLEVER paths to the Set Path dialog box.
   
   `<ispLEVER_install_path>\ispLeverDSP
   `<ispLEVER_install_path>\ispFPGA\bin\nt

3. From the MATLAB startup window, set the Current Directory to your working directory. For example:
   
   `<ispLEVER_install_path>\ispLeverDSP\examples

4. Choose **File > New > Model** to open a blank model window.
5. Select the Simulink icon from the toolbar, or type **simulink** in the MATLAB Command window. This opens the Simulink Library Browser.
6. In the Simulink Library window, double-click **Lattice Blockset** to open the library and display its contents.
7. Create a FIR Filter design, as shown in the following figure, or open the file DSP_tutorial3.mdl.
8. Each Constant block will be assigned an element from coefficient vector. Double-click the first Constant block, and enter the coefficient 
\(-0.02195422186881\) into the parameter window for the first constant.

![Source Block Parameters: Coeff](image)

9. For the remaining constants, enter the remaining coefficient values as follows:

\[-0.03832099116987\]
\[0.06575727134164\]
\[0.28642510883572\]
\[0.41152790318546\]
\[0.28642510883572\]
\[0.06575727134164\]
\[-0.03832099116987\]
\[-0.02195422186881\]

It is not necessary to modify any other parameters; the default values will suffice.
Task 2: Create a Subsystem

Once this design has been entered, create a subsystem from it.

1. Using your mouse, drag a rectangle around the blocks inside the Gateway-In and Gateway-Out blocks. Do not include the Gateway-In and Gateway-Out blocks in the rectangle you draw. Release the mouse button when all the blocks are selected in the rectangle.

2. Choose Edit > Create Subsystem. All the blocks you selected are replaced by a subsystem block. You can undo the subsystem by choosing Edit > Undo Create Subsystem.

Note
If you save the model after creating the subsystem, you will not be able to undo the subsystem later.

3. You will create a design as shown below, or you can open the file DSP_tutorial4.mdl.

Task 3: Complete the Testbench

The testbench includes two sine wave sources.

1. Create the model as shown in the following figure, or open the file DSP_tutorial5.mdl.
2. Double-click on the Lattice Generator block. Select **Override with Doubles** in the Block Parameters dialog box. This directs all the Lattice blocks to operate in floating-point mode.

3. Simulate the design and double-click the Scope to display the results. You should see the following in the display.

![Scope Display](image)

The top two traces are the input signals; the third trace is the combined signal, and the fourth trace is the filter output.

**Note**

If you encounter Block error on the Gateway In block during simulation, double-click the Gateway In block and change Sample Period to a positive number.

4. Double-click on the Lattice Generator block. Clear the **Override with Doubles** option. This directs all the Lattice blocks to operate in fixed-point mode.

5. Simulate the design and double-click the Scope to display the results. You should see the following in the display.
A comparison of the results show that the second scope has waveforms similar to the first scope. The second scope results are fixed-point and are therefore coarser than the initial floating-point results.

Summary

You have completed the “DSP Floating Point to Fixed Point Conversion Tutorial.” In this tutorial, you have learned how to do the following:

- Create a floating-point design in Simulink that achieves the desired system performance criteria.
- Create a testbench to compare the two versions of the design.
- Simulate floating-point and fixed-point versions of the design and compare the results.